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	MSC (mesenchymal stem cells) have been reported to initiate revascularization after injury, to facilitate engraftment of blood-forming stem cells, and to reduce the incidence of graft-vs. host disease through their immune-suppressive qualities. Finally, bone marrow-derived MSC have been reported to home to areas of solid tumor revascularization, and thus may be used as delivery vehicles to target ablative agents into dividing tumor cells. Recently the characteristics of human MSC from adipose (fat) tissue have also been identified. The possibility of repairing tissues, speeding stem cell engraftment, and targeting solid tumors for specific killing, using MSC easily harvested from bone marrow, or better yet, from unwanted fat tissue, holds broad appeal, and is an intriguing possibility that could have dramatic effect on health care.


	This book has information on how to isolate, grow, and characterize MSC from marrow and fat, and gives important insight into how these cells may be used for gene delivery and cellular therapies in the future. Updates on emerging clinical trials are given.
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Database Administration: The Complete Guide to Practices and ProceduresAddison Wesley, 2002
"One of Craig's hallmarks is his ability to write in a clear, easy-to-read fashion. The main purpose of any technical book is to transfer information from writer to reader, and Craig has done an excellent job. He wants the reader to learn—and it shows." —Chris Foot, Senior Oracle Certified Instructor,...
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Microsoft System Center: Network Virtualization and Cloud Computing (Introducing)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center - this book delivers a focused overview of network virtualization capabilities and cloud computing scenarios. Series editor Mitch Tulloch and a team of System Center experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you through key technical scenarios and considerations.
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Science A Closer Look Grade 5-6 The Human BodyMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Pulling on a string will control a kite. How do you control your arms, legs, and other body parts? Do you think your body uses anything similar to kite strings?


	Explore how body parts and body systems can work together, even when doing very simple tasks.
...
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WiMAX Networks: Techno-Economic Vision and ChallengesSpringer, 2010

	Ignited by the mobile phone's huge success at the end of last century, the demand for wireless services is constantly growing. To face this demand, wireless systems have been and are deployed at a large scale. These include mobility-oriented technologies such as GPRS, CDMA or UMTS, and Local Area Network-oriented technologies such as...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design a highly available Exchange 2013 messaging environment using real-world examples


	Overview

	
		Use the easy-to-follow guidelines and tips to achieve the highest availability
	
		Covers all the aspects that need to be considered before, during and after implementation of high availability
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Augmented Communication: The Effect of Digital Devices on Face-to-Face InteractionsPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	This book explores the ways in which handheld networked devices can be used to enhance and augment interpersonal communication. The author examines in depth how the addition of visual and multimodal input, access to online search engines and the inclusion of participants from distant geographical locations (either synchronously or...
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